
 

Ankara, 01.03.2024 

Starmaxx Announces Participation in AGRA 2024 and Unveils Innovative TR150 Tire 

Starmaxx is excited to announce its participation in AGRA 2024, the agricultural sector's key event, set to 

unfold in Leipzig.  Starmaxx will be welcoming attendees at Stand F1C31, where it will display a selection of 

its high-performance agricultural tires, including the TR110, TR120, and TR130 Plus, each engineered to meet 

the diverse demands of modern farming. In addition, Starmaxx is excited to provide a sneak peek of the 

soon-to-be-launched TR150, showcasing Starmaxx's continuous commitment to innovation in agricultural tire 

technology. 

In-Depth Look at Starmaxx’s AGRA 2024 Lineup: 

TR110: R-1W tractor radial tire that offers a wider footprint to minimize soil compaction and 

enhance flotation on soft terrains. Known for its comfortable ride, low rolling resistance for improved fuel 

efficiency, and exceptional traction and wear resistance, the TR110 stands out with its special tread 

compound and profile designed for durability and high performance. 

 

TR120: This general-purpose R-1W row crop tractor and sprayer tire features a robust 

carcass structure for optimal performance under heavy loads, a special tread compound for wear and cut 

resistance, and deep lugs for longevity. Its narrow profile and tread design aim to protect crops and enhance 

self-cleaning capabilities, reducing slippage. 

 



 

TR130 Plus: Tailored for high-power tractors, the TR130 Plus improves traction 

and reduces slipping, contributing to significant fuel savings. Its resistance to shoulder wear and tear, 

coupled with wide tooth spacing and a durable casing structure, ensure superior durability against mud and 

snow compression, along with swift self-cleaning. 

 

 

Introducing the TR150: A Glimpse into the Future 

While not present at AGRA 2024, Starmaxx is pleased to announce the upcoming launch of the TR150, the 

latest innovation in its agricultural tire lineup. The TR150 promises enhanced grip, exceptional resistance to 

cracks, and improved mud ejection capabilities, alongside an attractive pattern. Stay tuned for the official 

launch of the TR150, set to redefine expectations for agricultural tire performance. 
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